
COLD CHAIN BUSINESS PLAN FOR INDIA

Find here cold storage business plan sample checklist with investment cost, In India, national Horticulture Board
provides financial assistance for cold storage.

Currently, while its revenue is based on a business-to-business model, ColdEX wants to reach the end
customer the people who eat the burgers and fries as part of its integrated services. They also keep the
economy going. This opens up the sector for perks like viability gap funding. See Also. Except now, instead of
rishis and rishikas maintaining themselves, cold temperatures are used to keep food fresh. It is believed the
country has fewer than 10, refrigerated vehicles. Presently, ColdEX has six warehouses five leased, one owned
and is in the process of increasing its cold storage capacity from 6, pallets to 30, pallets over the next 18
months. The Kundli warehouse, with a covered area of 29, sq. Cadbury was their pilot client and that deal
helped them turn the tide. The Government of India has recognised the need to nurture the cold chain industry
and has introduced several incentives to achieve its objectives. The estimated number needed? ColdEX is a
pioneer in the space in India and brings in a lot of experience. Over the years, Gaurav transformed the
company from a dry logistics to a cold chain business. Today, ColdEX is a leading integrated cold chain
logistics company providing end-to-end customised supply chain solutions to client. Japan-based Innovation
Thru Energy offers energy-saving cold storage technology. With turnover of 1. These government initiatives
has further added impetus to the sector. Started nearly three decades ago, Swastik was well established but its
business majorly relied on one big client â€” JK Tyres. Its motorcycle-borne delivery personnel carry
eye-catching silver boxes, each equipped with an IceBattery. He set up ITE in  He entered the world of
business in by joining Swastik Roadlines, a trucking company setup by his father along with two others. By ,
Yum!


